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This webinar is
being recorded!



Travefy Academy
A free educational series to empower
today’s Travel Professional

Academy.Travefy.com



What is artificial
intelligence (Ai) and
ChatGPT?
How to use it in your day-
to-day business
10 ideas to start using
ChatGPT today! 

Webinar Agenda:



Quick Poll!



What is Ai?



What is ChatGPT?



ChatGPT Notes
Not always correct or the best
information
Supports data up to 2021
Doesn’t replace a human
Understanding how to ask it
questions to get the response
you want 

chat.openai.com



Share in the chat:
What ideas do you have for utilizing

ChatGPT in your business?



10 ways you 
can start using
ChatGPT!



Itinerary Ideas +
Creation

#1



Top-notch trip tailoring

Restaurant
recommendations
Entertainment & show
options
Customized destination
content descriptions
Bonus: Save to your Library!



Email Marketing 
Ideas

#2



Subject lines
Content copy
Opening paragraphs
Contact ideas for
newsletters, personalized
offers, and updates

Generate engaging content



ChatGPT Prompt:



ChatGPT Response:



Social Media
Content & Ideas

#3



Generate content ideas for
specific platforms
Text and hashtags for posts
Create an entire content
calendar

Take the guess work out of planning



ChatGPT Prompt:



ChatGPT Response:



Custom Emails to
Clients

#4



Great for hard
conversations to find the
right language
Quick ideas for jumping off
points
Use for emails or in-person 

Spark a new conversation



ChatGPT Prompt:





Packing Lists 
& Tips 

#5



Create a simple packing list
for your clients and take in
account the season and
what they are planning to
do
Build the list on Canva,
Google Docs, Word, etc. and
save as a PDF

Make it easy for your clients



ChatGPT Prompt:



ChatGPT Response:



Travel Blogging
Content & Ideas 

#6



Generate blog article ideas
and topics
Have ChatGPT write your
content or give you copy to
use as a jumping off point
Utilize for SEO and find
keywords to implement
Get specific! 

Source content & SEO ideas



ChatGPT Prompt:



ChatGPT Response:



Upselling Ideas for
Your Clients 

#7



Based on client choices, ask
ChatGPT to suggest more
options that you might've
missed
Create engaging
descriptions to sell

Use ChatGPT in the 
booking process



ChatGPT Prompt:





White-Glove
Customer Service

#8



Use to generate responses
to simple inquiries 
Utilize for those hard to
answer questions

Ai meets human



ChatGPT Prompt:



ChatGPT Response:



Sales Training &
Role Plays

#9



Great for teams!
Simulate customer
interactions
Teaching how to respond
and handle different
situations

A training ground for new
Travel Advisors





Enhances to Your
Client’s Itinerary

#10



Add history and culture
facts
Adding cultural best
practices
Including proposal/itinerary
overviews in the sales
process 

Add expertise... in seconds



Creating
Proposals/Quotes 

BONUS




